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Dear friends!
Another successful year is behind us,
which was confirmed by an award that Blue World
Institute recently received. At the ceremony of
the Annual Awards of Croatian tourism, as part
of the “Days of Croatian Tourism” in Poreč, Blue
World Institute won the award in the category
of sustainable tourism for concern of the
environment.
This summer we started with organised dolphinwatching tours, where everybody who is
interested can go and search for dolphins with
an experienced skipper. These trips focus on
learning about the dolphins and their environment,
as well as conserving their habitat and behaving
respectful towards them as living beings.
Due to the large interest of children we introduced
two educational programmes in cooperation with
Bioteka from Zagreb - “Little Marine School”
and “Summer Science Camp”. Both programs
were held in the Turtle Rehabilitation Centre.
Workshops were held in Croatian, English,
German, Italian and Slovenian. Many children
responded to our program.
Also this year people from all over the world got
involved in the Blue World volunteering program.
During the research season of “Adriatic Dolphin
Project” weather conditions served us well and
our researchers from the research stations Lošinj,
Murter and Vis had over 300 sightings of dolphins.

In addition to the dolphins, our researchers also
had many encounters with sea turtles - the
loggerhead turtles. In the Turtle Rescue Centre
one turtle named Viktorija was held for recovery.
It was found close to the island of the Unije by
tourists.
On the 1st of July we celebrated 23rd Dolphin Day
that was filled with various art and educational
workshops, our well-known “Treasure Hunt”
game and a photo-contest “Sense the Sea”.
During the year we had a lot of reported cases
of dolphin entanglement in fishing gear. These
cases point to the fact that dolphins in coastal
waters are increasingly getting hurt due to such
fishing tools.
Unfortunately, we also had a case where a mother
lost its new-born baby.
About all of the above and more you can read in
this year’s number of aquamarine.
...until next year!
Yours

Sustainable tourism award

Blue World
Institute of Marine Research
and Conservation
www.blue-world.org info@blue-world.org

At the ceremony of the Annual Awards of
Croatian tourism, as part of the Days of Croatian
Tourism in Poreč, Blue World Institute won the
award in the category of Sustainable Tourism, in
the area of environmental concern. This award
was introduced this year for the first time and in
the same category were also nominated Terme
Sveti Martin and Značajni krajobraz Gajna. It was
a great pleasure to receive the award and same
time confirmation that our scientific research and
educational work is going in the right direction
and therefore we are even more motivated to
continue with our activities.

Minister of Entrepreneurship and Crafts Gordan Maras handing the
award

It’s nice to work in a positive environment, but
even nicer to work with people who live for their
work!
Written by: Andrea Borić
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At the moment, our effort is put on analysing the
collected data and some of the results will be translated
into MSc thesis and papers to be published in scientific
journals.
Planning of the new research projects is ongoing and
we are already looking forward to those of you willing
to join our team.
Written by: Nikolina Rako-Gospić

However, data collection started in a sluggish manner.
The sightings were few and far between and the result
of many working hours we spent screening the surface
in search of signs of life. On occasion we wouldn’t see
anything for hours and could feel everyone was slowly
sinking into the monotony of driving in a straight line
with stable speed. In spite of this, we would promptly
react when someone pointed towards splashing water,
swinging wings or a transient dark fin on the horizon.
Most times we were sighting small groups made up
of pairs of bottlenose dolphins or solitary individuals
passing by. At this time, we were joking that we will end
up with only slightly more sightings than were dolphins
in some of the encounters in previous seasons, with tens
of individuals in a single group.

We are grateful to the volunteers whom we shared
‘mileage’ with for their contribution in the total 5,750
kilometres at sea. We collected a lot of data during the
season. The photo manipulation that follows, and is to
be done behind the desk, will give full meaning to our
companionship with these animals. We hope our efforts
will contribute to a bright future for these animals so that
we can enjoy the sight of a group of dolphins passing
by Stončica or some other cape alongside the Adriatic
coast.
Written by: Jure Miočić-Stošić

They say perseverance pays off and better days came
to us too. At the beginning of June, we sighted our first
group with more than ten individuals which turned
out to be the tipping point of the season. We ended in
September, with a total of 108 sightings. Many of those
we spent alongside twenty or more animals. Some we
saw only once, some on a few occasions. In the end,

bottlenose dolphin calf (Tursiops truncatus) next to its mother
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Positive trend in encountering dolphin groups has
continued throughout the year that we are currently
ending with 118 dolphin encounters recoded on 80 boat
surveys. Although the analysis of the collected data are
just starting, we can already confirm to have seen some of
the dolphins we have identified in previous year around

We ended the year with many beautiful encounters
of other marine species. Loggerhead turtles (Caretta
caretta), dolphin fish (Coryphaena hippurus), bluefin
tuna (Thunnus thynnus), flying fish (fam. Exocoetidae)
are only some of them. We have also had many reports
of some very interesting species. The most peculiar one
for us was an encounter of about 20 common dolphins
(Delphinus delphis) recoded in the vicinity of Dugi Island
towards the open waters of the Adriatic.

there were more than 300 different bottlenose dolphins
next to our boat. All of them are special in their own way,
either because of their appearance or because of their
behaviour. There were individuals jumping a few metres
in the air causing unstoppable sighs and cheers from
everyone on board. There were also animals that decided
to give us a glimpse of the wide array of activities usually
taking place under water. These were catching mullet on
the surface or ferociously playing with other dolphins,
engulfed in white foam with their caudal fins hoisted in
the air every now and then. We also saw new members
of the dolphin community that are yet to be challenged
by the demanding marine environment as they grow
older. As always, the sight of some familiar fins gave us
peace because we knew these dolphins were still here
withstanding the test of time.

Ca

We were lucky, nine dolphin encounters in only three
boat surveys. The year might result promising after all!

This year was characterized by quite a high number of
newborn dolphins whose tiny little fins kept cheering
us up during the hard working hours in extremely hot
summer months. We kept seeing a lot of mother – calf
groups in close proximity to Lošinj Island, almost on a
daily basis. This enabled us to estimate the day of birth
of many of our newborn calves which is not happening
very frequently.

T

he first days of research on Vis Island were
greeted with a hope that this season will offer a lot of
nice days with calm seas and satisfaction among the
crew. Last year finished on an entirely different note
and has been littered with thunderstorms that have
spoiled our plans too often. Bad weather prevented us
from going out in search of dolphins and other marine
organisms that share the big blue. This year’s plans
offered a reason for being cheerful as we expected the
arrival of several volunteers that were yet to take part in
everyday activities that make up a research project. This
is probably why we were eager to finish all the necessary
and often strenuous jobs that guarantee a successful
season. We had a good look at the research vessel from
all sides - standing and lying down with a paintbrush in
our hands and a bucket of paint next to our head.

er (

internship program started early in January and we
couldn’t wait for the opportunity to show our students
all the amazing aspects of scientific work. Unfortunately,
very cold and unpredictable weather has limited our
chances to do fieldwork and we managed to go in search
for dolphins only once in January, with no luck finding
them. The unstable weather conditions have also marked
the first two weeks of February which prolonged our
anticipation of the first dolphin encounters. Luckily, the
second half of February has brought us couple of days of
much calmer sea. We were delighted and as always saw
it as a good opportunity to demonstrate our abilities of
spotting dolphin fins, which is not as easy as it may seem.
Only a small wave can significantly reduce the chances
of spotting them, even to a very experienced eye.

the Istrian coast. Some of them we recorded much more
to the south, close to the western side of Premuda Island
– which is 40 nautical miles distant to the location where
we recoded them last. How far do these animals travel, in
which areas do they then to stay and what is influencing
their habitat preferences are just few of the questions we
believe to find answers through our research.

w at

We started a year full of enthusiasm; the

Adriatic Dolphin Project - Vis

Sco p oli’s s hea r

Adriatic Dolphin Project - Lošinj
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Adriatic Dolphin Project Northern Dalmatia
Third research season in the waters of northern

Dalmatia is behind us and the excitement of something
new that we felt at the beginning of the project is slowly
diminishing. By now we know the area and the dolphins
inhabiting it very well. But this in no way means that
studying dolphins became boring. And that’s because of
their intriguing nature – no matter how well we believe
we learnt about their social life, they can always surprise
us. Last summer dolphins in northern Dalmatia decided
to “re group” a bit. Those that we used to see as calves or
juveniles, swimming on their mother’s flanks during the
first two research seasons, are now independent. Those
“teenagers” usually hang out with others of similar age
and form groups rarely accompanied by older dolphins.
As one could expect from “teenagers”, they are very
active, loud and playful. This is why encountering one
of these groups usually means witnessing spectacular
jumps which are part of play or fight. These are the years
when dolphins establish their social status and playing
and fighting is how they do it. So, while we regularly
saw young dolphins, those older ones seemed to have
disappeared. We saw some of the most resident ones
maybe once or twice. One casual explanation might be
that “they went to visit their family in the south”. However,
we hope that detailed analysis of data will shine a new

FZOEU supports research in
NATURA 2000 sites

light on bottlenose dolphin migration patterns in the
Adriatic Sea.
Unlike the summer 2014, which we still remember as the
rainiest ever, this summer we finally had great weather
conditions for research. But, this time the problems
occurred elsewhere – the engine of our research boat
gave us headache. But despite this, we managed to
successfully survey the whole study area. In all, almost
4000 km travelled searching for dolphins and 93 sightings
are the results we can be very happy with. Still, although
we recorded more sightings than in previous years, we
were concerned by the fact that most of the sightings
were of small groups – three to five dolphins, while the
largest group counted only 15 dolphins. We certainly
hope for the next summer to see those residents more
often again.
We again had quite an international team on board with
volunteers from Europe, USA and Canada. Besides being
great help, they brought good spirit to the team which
resulted in having great time. We are thankful to them for
their help and support. The project in norther Dalmatia
is financially supported by the Environmental Protection
and Energy Efficiency Fund to which we are grateful.
Written by: Grgur Pleslić
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bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)
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lue World Institute and Blue World Vis are
conducting bottlenose dolphin research in Natura 2000
sites in the Adriatic Sea with the financial support from
the Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency Fund.
This ecological network is made up of areas important
for the conservation of en-dangered species and habitat
types in the European Union. So far, approximately 30,000
areas comprising almost 20% of EU territory have been
included, making it the largest network of pro-tected
areas in the world. The Croatian National Ecological
Network encompasses 16.39% of the nation’s territorial
waters. The Natura 2000 sites with bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) as the focal species span across
3,176.93 km2 within six counties. We are conducting
projects in Pri-morsko-goranska, Zadarska, Šibenskokninska, Splitsko-dalmatinska and Dubrovačkoneretvanska counties. Systematic monitoring activities

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY FUND

are aimed at assessing the status of bottlenose dolphin
populations including their abundance and habitat
use patterns. In addition to collecting data, Blue World
Institute and Blue World Vis organise many activities to
promote public awareness about bottlenose dolphins
in the Adriatic but also the socio-economic potential of
marine protected are-as. These activities are helping to
create a baseline for the effective protection of Natura
2000 areas and the corresponding focal species in the
abovementioned counties.
We are thankful to the Environmental Protection and
Energy Efficiency Fund for providing financial support
and for the recognition of the importance of these
projects.
Written by: Tihana Vučur

Partnership for sustainable use of
common marine resources
T

he Marine Partnership project aims at more
effective management of marine resources through
strengthened capacity and better cooperation between
project partners and local stakeholders. This project
is now in its second year and looking back at what
has been done, we can be satisfied. There were three
workshops for project partners with the aim to exchange
experience and learn from each other in order to gain
capacity for specialized tasks related to biodiversity
monitoring and management plans development. But as
the most important result we can present a smartphone
application which we created for everyone who is in one
way or another connected to the sea. The application
has dual functionality. It provides information on some
of the Adriatic’s marine protected areas and species and
you can use it to report your sighting of some of the
protected species. This way you can directly contribute
to our effort to better protect endangered species. You
can get the application on Google Play and App Store. If
you want to find out more about the project, please visit
the project’s website at www.marinepartnership.org

funded by the Office for NGOs of the Government of the
Republic of Croatia and the project partners.
Written by: Nikolina Rako-Gospić

The project “Partnership for sustainable use of common
marine resources”is conducted by the Blue World Institute
and its project partners: Blue World Vis, Argonauta and
public institutions Priroda and NP Kornati. The project
is funded by the EU through IPA 2011 program and co-
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NETCET - Satellite tagging
of loggerhead sea turtles
The year 2015 started with something very

interesting! We were putting satellite transmitters on
loggerhead turtles that were accidentally caught by
fishermen. Now you might ask what this is all about. So,
first a little bit of explanation.
Very little is known about the life of loggerhead turtles
(Caretta caretta) during winter. This species is abundant
in the northern Adriatic where the shallow waters
provide enough prey and a place to hibernate during the
winter when the sea temperatures are too low for these
cold-blooded sea wanderers to be active. This is when
many of them are accidentally caught in trawling nets.
If returned back to sea while still hibernated they might
drown. It is therefore recommended to return them
back into sea only after they’ve become active again.
However, what actually happens with the sea turtles
after being returned to sea in winter was a mystery. This
is why Blue World Institute and partner organizations
conducted satellite-tagging of sea turtles in the Adriatic
Sea as part of the NETCET project.
In January and February, when the temperatures in the
Adriatic are lowest, we were armed with all necessary
gear for the job: satellite tags, special glue, sand paper,
tons of winter clothes and lots of enthusiasm. Our
friends, fishermen from island of Lošinj took us with
them on their usual fishing trips, some lasting up to four
days, in cold and windy weather. Once out on a trawling
boat, we just had to wait until a sea turtle is by-caught.

ad

sea
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Then, by the end of January the first one to get a satellite
transmitter was caught! Excitement aside, there’s a strict
protocol to follow. First we need to check the size of
the sea turtle – if the length of the carapace is under
50 cm, the transmitter is too large for the animal. This
one was just above 50 cm – let’s proceed. Next thing is
cleaning and sanding the part of the carapace where the
satellite transmitter will be placed. After that, a special
glue is applied and the transmitter is placed. The glue
is then formed around it to get a sleek, hydrodynamic
shape in order to impede sea turtle’s movement as little
as possible. After about an hour, the glue is dry and the
sea turtle is well awake and active - time to get back to
the sea. We checked once again that the transmitter is
holding tight and activated, and gently returned the
animal to the sea. The next moment Calypso (we named
her after the trawling boat we were on) swam away from
the boat and disappeared in the depth. Good luck!
After Calypso we continued and had another eight
sea turtles satellite-tagged by the end of February.
Together with others that our project partners tagged
there are 22 sea turtles with satellite transmitters in the
Adriatic Sea. Quite a promising number and we hope
that data that satellite transmitters are providing will
help us understand the biology and ecology of these
magnificent sea creatures during winter – something
that was so far mystery. You can also check the locations
of the sea turtles tagged as through the NETCET project
on this website.
Written by: Grgur Pleslić
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he Blue World Institute in collaboration with
the Institute for Marine Biology from Kotor conducted
the first dedicated cetacean survey in Albania in May
and June this year. This research was done as a part of
the project “NETCET- Network for the Conservation of
Cetaceans and Sea Turtles in the Adriatic”, co-financed
by IPA Adriatic CBC program. The aim is to establish
baseline information on the population of bottlenose
dolphins inhabiting coastal waters of Albania and start
with regular photo-identification surveys.
Well, that is the theory behind such a project. Here are
some of my experiences of this field trip. Our base was
in Vlorë, a coastal town and municipality in southern
Albania. It is the second largest port city of Albania,
after Durrës, with a total population of approximately
100,000. So, first you have to travel. As I live and work
on the island of Losinj I basically had to travel from the
far north to the far south of the Adriatic. It is two days
of traveling. First by seaplane to Split, then by bus to
Kotor and finally by car to Vlorë. This was already quite
an adventure considering my fear of hight and the street
situation in Albania. Beware of the potholes!
I arrived at midnight and after a warm welcome from my
colleagues who were stationed in Albania for two weeks
already, it was time to go to sleep. The weather forecast
was good for the next week and some long days on the
sea were waiting ahead.
The next days went well with a couple of sightings of
bottlenose dolphins in the bay of Vlorë, but it was more
difficult to find them compared to our research areas in
Croatia. Also, it was more difficult to get good pictures of

them as they always stayed in a certain distance from our
boat. Once we passed between the Karabrun Peninsula
and Sazan Island, which are part of the Karabrun-Sazan
National Marine Park, we entered the eastern side of
the Strait of Otranto, where the Adriatic Sea meets the
Ionian Sea. Here the seafloor falls down to even over
1000m depth and we knew we could expect to see other
cetacean species in this area... and they did not let us
wait for long. We found ourselves in the middle of a super
pod of striped dolphins. It was approximately 150-200
individuals, even though it is quite difficult to make any
estimation. They are much more playful than bottlenose
dolphins and we constantly had 10-20 dolphins under
our boat and riding our bow wave. Spectacular!
This was already more than you can hope for, but we got
lucky again! We were hoping to see some whales and our
hopes became true. Not only that we had an encounter
with whales, but it even was the whale species with one
of the most cryptic lifecycles in the world of whales. A
couple of Cuvier´s Beaked Whales (Ziphius cavirostris).
Even though our research effort is relatively low in this
part of the Adriatic we had a couple of encounters with
this species in the past, indicating the importance of this
area for Cuvier´s Beaked Whales.
During our complete stay we had only one day of windy
weather and took the chance to discover the countryside
by car. From the Llogara National Park to the Albanian
Riviera and the World Heritage town of Gjirokastër,
Albania has a lot of beautiful nature and amazing spots
to discover.
A big “Thank You” to all of the people helping us to
organize this project!
Written by: Marko Radulović
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NETCET - Research in Albania

striped dolphin (Stenella coeruleoalba)
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During summer we organize “Little Marine School”
where we try to make our educational activities available
to children who, due to other commitments during

If you want to learn more about dolphins, sea turtles and
other sea organisms visit our website (http://www.blueworld.org/en/education/school_programs/) and select
which programme you like the most.
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And altough we spent very much time on the sea and in
the office, we had enough time left to relax and explore
the surroundings. I was never bored and there was
always something to do. Even making dinner was fun. I
found my passion for cooking.
I will never forget all those great impressions and all
the great people I met on Losinj! Thank you all for this
wonderfull time!“
Jacqueline Eck, Njemačka

Written by: Marinela Cukrov

children in Lošinj Marine Educational Centre
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Written by: Tihana Vučur

l

A special programme is designed for children from the
local community - a group called the Little Blue World.
During the whole year we work with children through
specially designed workshops where they learn about
nature, biology and environment protection.

Since we have a good cooperation with Bioteka Association for the promotion of biology and related
sciences, during the summer Biotekas scientific team
moves their science lab on the island of Losinj and they
offer a variety of interesting workshops. In “Summer
Science Camp” you can learn about world invisible
to the naked eye, fossils, chemistry, discover how all
living beings are interconnected and much more. All
participants of the programme have the opportunity to
become a scientist for a week.

vo

The main part of the educational programme is
“Education of the marine environment” for kindergarten,
school and student groups which ensures a quality
education about the marine environment and the need
for its conservation. The programme is implemented
through permanent exhibition in the Lošinj Marine
Education Centre and in the Turtle Rescue Centre.

„Our time in Veli was one of the best in my whole life so
far! The little town with its small bars and restaurants was
so cute with a friendly and enjoyable atmosphere. We
had luck with good wheather, ‘cause it wasn’t summer
yet. The citizens were very kind, just as our researchers,
which answered every question with patience. We had a
lot of fun on the boat and in the office. Our team in the
house was awesome and I enjoyed every minute with
them! And the best at last: The dolphins! I wanted to see
them in their usual habitat since I was a child and here
they were – Strong, fast and full of life! They came close to
our boat, jumped and baheved like we’re not even there.
Some of them came boat riding and they’re only a few
inches away. I had goosebumps! I loved the sightings so
much!

ul

Our educational programme for school groups has been
recognized and certified by the National Agency for
Teacher Training and Education.

the school year were not able to participate in our
programme, as well as for the children who are spending
their summer holidays on the island of Lošinj. Everybody
has the opportunity to be included in the interesting
and original workshop programme in which they can
learn how to identify the dolphins, what do turtles eat,
how big sharks can be, what the differences between
shellfish and snails are and numerous other information.
The workshops are held in Croatian, Slovenian, German,
Italian and English.

U

nique experience to research wild bottlenose
dolphins Blue World Institute made possible for four
students and 37 eco-volunteers. Some of them covered
large distance by joining us from New Zealand, Australia,
North America, while other were mostly from Europe.
What they described as most amazing were the trips in
dawn when nature awakens. Calm sea and intensive
colours of the Sun on dolphin dorsal fins were not
something they are used to see. Students and ecovolunteers were from great help to Blue World Institute
during the data collection on the sea and sorting them
in the office. Therefore, we would like to say thank you
once again for all your help. Hopefully, in 2016 we will
have a chance to meet new people and show them
wild bottlenose dolphin research. If you are interested,
visit our web page (http://www.blue-world.org/en/getinvolved/) and join us! We are looking forward to meet
you! In further text check one of numerous reviews from
our eco-volunteers and students.

erf

T

he number of people visiting the Lošinj
Marine Education Centre increases every year which is
the best confirmation and support for our work. We are
especially pleased to see groups that return every year to
participate in our programme. For us, that is the biggest
motivation to continue with the development of new
activities.

Join us!

che

Educational programme in Lošinj
Marine Education Centre

volunteers on the research boat
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23rd Dolphin day
The

program of 23rd Dolphin day started
on the 1st of July in the morning hours in front of the
Lošinj marine educational centre in Veli Lošinj. Around
20 children participated in various art and educational
workshops. Of all events, the most exciting was the
little scientific laboratory including demonstrations and
experiments in which children were learning the main
differences between baleen and toothed whales.

In the evening the winners of all competitions were
announced, including the most interesting photo from
photo-contest “Sense the Sea”. The winning photo was
from Montenegro made by Zoran Nikolić.

The afternoon began with sports competitions in
Rovenska Bay in Veli Lošinj where more than 100 children
participated in a swimming competition.

If you were not able to participate at this year’s celebration
of the Dolphin Day, we invite you to join us next year. It
will be just as exciting.

2015 Blue World Institute celebrated
the World Sea Turtle Day in the Turtle Rescue Centre in
the Sunčana Bay in Mali Lošinj. Many of our youngest
islanders and children from hotel Vespera came
and participated in art workshops and educational
games such as “Find the lost turtle hatchlings in the
sand”, learning about sea turtle species trough a very
interesting memory game, making a models of turtles
from cardboard, painting plateau with crayons. As part
of the program a lecture about the biology, diversity
and the importance of protecting these amazing marine
reptiles was held.
th

After the announcement of winners and handing out
awards for all the participants, a lecture on dolphins was
held in front of the Centre.

Written by: Marinela Cukrov
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The celebration of the World Sea Turtle Day attended
70 children and adults and we hope that next year the
number of visitors will be much higher.
Written by: Marinela Cukrov and Mirta Kučić

Release of Viktorija the sea turtle
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children putting together fish species

On June 16

g

The evening started with an art workshops for the
youngest Dolphin Day visitors in front of the Lošinj
Marine Education Centre in Veli Lošinj. At the same time,
around 50 school-aged children, organized in seven
teams, started “The Treasure Hunt”. The competing teams
had eight different tasks – a dolphin puzzle, identification
of dolphins by photos of their dorsal fin, recognizing fish
species and an echolocation labyrinth. Here the task
for the children was to have a glimpse inside of how do
dolphins use sound for their orientation. Besides solving
all the tasks participants also had to look for hidden clues,
which were all in riddles.

10

World Sea Turtle Day

his summer in Turtle Rescue Centre directly
from the sea surface arrived loggerhead turtle who we
named Victoria. Sea turtle was found in August near
the Island of Unije. It was floating and was not able to
dive in. Conscious tourists, who have found the animal
floating on the surface, reported the news through
maritime channels. The turtle was then transported to
our Turtle Rescue Centre in Sunčana Bay in Mali Lošinj.
There it was watched over by the team of experts on daily
basis. Its problems with diving were probably caused by
the accumulation of gases in the intestines. The reason
was most likely ingested plastic that was later found

in its faeces. At first the animal was not too interested
in the food that was offered, but after a few days the
turtle began to eat up to 3 kg of fish per day. This was a
good indicator of Viktoria’s health, based on which the
veterinarian approved the release of the animal back into
the deep blue where it belongs. Our protégée, well fed
and recovered, on 17th of August 2015 accompanied by
a veterinarian, Blue World Institute staff and numerous
visitors was released back into the deep blue where it
belongs. Good luck!
Written by: Marinela Cukrov and Mirta Kučić

the release of Viktorija
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Dolphin watching

a group of guests heading out in search of bottlenose dolphins

D

The adventure can last up to three hours, and if it happens
that dolphins didn’t show up, which seldom occurs, you
don’t need to worry because you are welcome to try
again the next day. All profits from dolphin watching
activities are used for research and conservation of this
sea mammals.

id you know it is possible to observe
dolphins swimming free in waters surrounding the island
of Lošinj? This year Blue World started organizing boat
trips with experienced personnel which will enable you
to spend time in presence of dolphins engaged in their
daily activities and meanwhile learn something. While
you navigate among the islands of the archipelago you
will find out how the dolphins feed, how long do they
live, how they breed and many more interesting stuff.
The biggest thrill happens the moment we spot and
approach them. Often those moments happen to be
so emotionally intensive that some of our guests get
their eyes filled with tears of joy. The skipper is able to
recognize the behaviour of dolphins and always adapts
accordingly, respecting the golden rule which is they
shouldn’t be disturbed under any circumstance.

Written by: Karlo Asl
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PRESENTING

Bow riding on
a cruiser ship
Dolphins simply love having fun and if
there’s a chance to fool around, they won’t
miss it. They are known for surfing – using
energy of large waves to effortlessly move
forward. Bigger wave means more fun. As
large cruiser ships are becoming ever more
frequent sight in the Adriatic, the bottlenose
dolphins have quickly learnt that the bow
wave of these steel giants represents a great
opportunity for a free ride. Last summer
in front of Zadar, two bottlenose dolphins
noticed from distance that a 240-meter
cruiser is under way. They rushed towards it
and played in its bow wave for half an hour.

Entanglement in ghost gear
One of the threats dolphins are exposed to

is entanglement into fishing gear, mostly nets and long
lines. In recent years we observed several such cases,
with different outcomes. For instance, we’ve been
keeping record of one dolphin, called Košara, who has
been entangled since at least 2012. The thin plastic line
had been tightly entangled around his body and caused
a deep wound. Severely injured, Košara has managed to
survive by staying at aquaculture sites where he could
catch prey despite restricted mobility. However, all these
years he was alone, even then when other dolphins were
nearby. Until the last summer. Then we noticed that the
plastic string fell off, probably by itself due to tension.
Although the wound is still deep, Košara obviously
started to recover – in two sightings he was accompanied
by other dolphins, in one instance even playing with
them when we saw him jumping. This gave us hope that
Košara’s story will have happy end.

bottlenose dolphin Albus (Tursiops truncatus)

calf which died after several weeks, probably due to
exhaustion. Only rarely entangled dolphins can be helped.
They are wild animals and will not let us approach to help
as long as they can swim and dive. Even if approach is
possible, it takes knowledge and experience to properly
help the entangled dolphin. If you ever encounter an
injured or entangled dolphin, please call the Blue World
Institute or emergency number 112.
Written by: Grgur Pleslić

entangled bottlenose dolphin calf

But unfortunately, not all cases of entanglement have
such positive outcome. Very often entanglement leads
to death. Last summer we recorded a case of entangled

You have already decided to adopt? Visit our web-store
and adopt Albus in just a few simple steps!

Mother in mourning
In

without it. The dead newborn body stayed on the certain
depth under the surface. Next four hours the mother was
putting great effort to be with its newborn under the
surface by preforming very long dives with durations of
10 minutes in average. Researcher recognised the female
by its dorsal fin. It was Andrea, a resident dolphin of the
Cres-Lošinj population since 2003. Only few days earlier
near the island Oruda researchers saw Andrea and its
newborn in a group of 29 dolphins. The newborn was
behaving normally, swimming next to its mother.
This type of behaviour is not rear, as you would presume.
Every year several cases are reported around the world.
In literature it is determinate as mourning behaviour. Its
duration, depending on the cause of death, violent and
sudden or natural, can last few hours until few days. The
mourning Andrea obviously needed time to say goodbye
to its baby.
Written by: Tihana Vučur

Adriatic white dolphin - Albus
http://www.blue-world.org/en/albus/
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Written by: Tihana Vučur
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re

ur unique albino dolphin Albus was again
spotted this year. Considering its vulnerability, this
information gives us great joy. It is not difficult to notice
Albus on the sea, which is why it can become an easy
target of disturbance and deliberately injuring. For now,
luckily, Albus is fine. It was spotted in August near Casal
Borsetti, a touristic part of the Town of Ravena in Italy.
It was swimming as part of a group of dolphins, being
different only by the colour of its skin. Regarding the
behaviour, it was obvious that the rest of the members
treat Albus as equal, but this time they were just passing
by, swimming and diving in one direction. The group was
probably moving away from the touristic area in search
for food. Since this time they were not playful, showing
no spectacular jumps, we still don’t know if Albus is a
male. However, one thing is sure. This individual likes to
spend time with other adult animals. We hope that next
time Albus will be showing some jumps instead of just
searching for food, so it can show us the strength and
beauty of albino animals.

mo
fi n d o u t

Lošinj archipelago bottlenose dolphin
research is now conducted for over 28 years. Many
nice sightings are observed. However, not everything is
always so breath taking. Sometimes researchers record
dead or injure dolphins. In those situations they try to
be professional and help the animals, if it is possible.
However, no one is prepared to see a female dolphin
swimming with its dead newborn trying to relive it. This
summer, 4.8.2015, researchers spotted this sight 100 m
from the shore of island Lošinj. In the early afternoon
hours they saw a dolphin that is pushing something right
under the surface with its head. Later they came closer,
and realized it is a female dolphin and its dead newborn.
No injuries that would suggest the new-born died with
a violent death were visible. The body in a good state
floated on the surface while the mother was pushing it
from its belly side in order to make it swim. Even when
a group of 7 individuals approached, the female wasn’t
leaving it. When the group of dolphins moved away the
female dove with the dead body and came on the surface

Have you seen Albus? Have you seen a dolphin or a
whale? Send us the information using our short on-line
form.
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mother swimming with dead calf
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
IVAN

The female bottlenose dolphin named Ivan

was the most commonly seen dolphin among our
adopted dolphins again this year. However, it did not
surprise us with a large range this year, on the contrary,
we saw it five times right here between Losinj and Cres.
At the beginning of the summer, it stayed between the
southern cape of Cres and the islet of Trstenik. It was
swimming in company with the female dolphins Mirna
and Maude together with their pups and the males
Triton, Saturn and Riba. During the warm summer
days, it came closer to Losinj and was seen around the
islets Oruda and Orijule. It is interesting that this year it
was not swimming with its calf, which means that the
calf had been grown enough to become independent.

During the sighting near Oruda the group of dolphins
was sliding through the perfectly calm sea. We noticed
that here and there another small fin of a little newborn
was emerging with Ivan. We were already delighted to
see that Ivan once again became a mother, but after
monitoring the group further, we found out that a
second female named Jelena confided her newborn to
the experienced female Ivan while she went hunting
for fish. This is not uncommon with dolphins. They are
often taking care of the young ones while the mother
is feeding. Such behaviour is called babysitting, just like
in humans. Since this was the last sighting with Ivan this
year we hope that we will meet it with a new calf next
time. We wish Ivans first born all the best in the world of
adults.

J

op won the title for the most sympathetic
dolphin in the Cres-Lošinj population. It is special in its
appearance and therefore easily recognizable for the
researchers, but also for tourists. Sometimes we get
calls from worried tourists telling us about a dolphin
that has a different tail and dorsal fin. However, their
worries are being replaced by a smile when we explain
that they have just seen Jop, our dolphin that was born
special, but behaving normal as its companions. It likes
to jump and play on the surface with other dolphins,
biting each other’s tail or tumbling over one another.
Jop is very social. We continue to see it in large groups of
10-20 individuals, and often in the same group with its
mother who is taking care of Jop’s brother or sister. We
saw it a few times near Lošinj, more precisely between

Last year we reported you about a possible

love story between the female dolphin Santiago and
the male dolphin Pile and our hope for some offspring
this year. Indeed, our hopes came true, Santiago got a
newborn calf. Although it was seen this summer on the

SANTIAGO

BOA

D

espite fairly large interest in Boa, last
season she did not grace us with her presence. We
were answering questions patiently in order to assure
everyone there was still no reason for concern. It turned
out we were right and Boa was most probably spending
time in some other area. She appeared next to Vis Island
on several occasions this season.
She first appeared in June, when we undoubtedly
recognised her in a large group counting more than
twenty dolphins that were passing by Stončica lighthouse
at dusk. The unusual swimming and breathing pattern
really make this dolphin unique and recognisable when
compared to several hundred other individuals. We were

T

JOP
the islands of Oruda and Orjule and Punta Križa on the
island of Cres. Obviously he likes this area because since
it became independent it was never observed outside of
the Cres-Lošinj archipelago. See you next year Jop!

east side of Lošinj at the island of Trasorka in company
with the mothers Jeff, Lovro and Jelena... still there was
no indication of any offspring. Later, while searching the
western side of the island of Losinj Santiago was seen
twice close to the island Vele Srakane. The second time
we noticed that Santiago is behaving very carefully.
Shortly it was also clear why. A youngster, who was
only a few days old, swam very clumsily. It would leap
out the sea surface with the whole head to breath and
then, instead of elegantly diving back with the head
first, it slapped onto the surface of the sea with its whole
body. It is nothing to be worried about, on the contrary,
it made us all smile. Like we teach our babies to walk on
land, dolphin mothers teach their offspring to swim. We
are looking forward to new stunts from this little guy and
wishing its mom Santiago a lot of patience.

he female dolphin Tac did not surprise us
with a new cub, as Santiago did, but the encounters with
it were not less interesting. Although we have often seen
it in local waters near the island of Oruda, this year we
were surprised by its appearance in the Sea of Vir, south
of the island of Silba. Its unchanged fin performed a
beautiful dance over a perfectly calm surface of the sea
while hunting fish. Sardines were jumping out of the
water, while Tac happily swam on its back showing its
white belly. Now and then it showed off emerging with a
fish in its mouth and throwing it into the air followed by
spectacular jumps. The banquet was joined by Quirin, Eva
and Oniklina, all of them long and well-known dolphins
from this population. Once we had collected enough

T

his year, we first encountered Sir David in the
vicinity of the Green Cave on the island of Ravnik. The
group surprised us when we were heading back to port
Rukavac after a successful trip. He was slowly making his
way in the company of well-known dolphins Tito, Renata,
Coco and one other that is still nameless. It seemed as if
they had decided to join the many tourists that frequent

SIR DAVID

excited to see her because there was indeed a certain
level of fearfulness for her well-being. When we noticed
a juvenile alongside Boa, we were certain she was still
well. Considering there were many other animals we had
to take photographs of, we had little time to focus just
on Boa. The sunlight was quickly fading and in the end,
we were content with pictures taken a bit further away
than we would have hoped for. We were therefore eager
to spot her again.
Until September, we had three more sightings, always in
the vicinity of Stončica or Rogačić. We hope to find her
next year and by which time her offspring will become
an independent member of the community.

data we decided to join them and have our lunch in their
company. It was the perfect harmony between men and
nature.

TAC

the cave on a daily basis. In the end, they swam into the
night heading towards Korčula Island. It was the first of
three sightings we had this season. Later we saw him
near Biševo Island, when he briefly joined a group we
were following and outshined the other dolphins in
line with his reputation. Then he equally successfully
vanished from our sight and left us wondering where
he might have gone unnoticed. Just so that we didn’t
think this was a one-time trick he will have a hard time
repeating, Sir David disappeared in front of Stončica as
well. This time his companions were Katina and ‘1056’
who were also feeding without interruption behind a
trawler. With their bellies full, in very calm sea and under
scorching sunlight, they left a mere trail of bubbles on
the surface as a goodbye until next season.
Written by: Tihana Vučur i Jure Miočić-Stošić
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